channels have been shown to be localized to the intercalated disks along with Cx43 channels. Recent evidence of reciprocity in the co-localized expression of Kir2.1 and Nav1.5 channels in cardiac myocytes suggest that ionic currents due to these two channels are in some way calibrated to each other. In isolated cells, the fast sodium current is much larger than IK1 resulting in a large depolarization reserve. Using simulations of chains of cardiac cells, we show that the depolarization reserve for conducting action potentials is significantly smaller than in isolated cells. We also studied the changes in the depolarization reserve with variations in gap junction channel density and explored the conditions under which propagation slowed or failed. These insights will allow a better understanding of the effects of Na channel blockers as well as regional differences in action potential conduction in the heart.
channels have been shown to be localized to the intercalated disks along with Cx43 channels. Recent evidence of reciprocity in the co-localized expression of Kir2.1 and Nav1.5 channels in cardiac myocytes suggest that ionic currents due to these two channels are in some way calibrated to each other. In isolated cells, the fast sodium current is much larger than IK1 resulting in a large depolarization reserve. Using simulations of chains of cardiac cells, we show that the depolarization reserve for conducting action potentials is significantly smaller than in isolated cells. We also studied the changes in the depolarization reserve with variations in gap junction channel density and explored the conditions under which propagation slowed or failed. These insights will allow a better understanding of the effects of Na channel blockers as well as regional differences in action potential conduction in the heart. We developed a powerful and user friendly tool to utilize Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) for optimizing parameters of models fit to data from single molecule and other biophysical experiments. The program is written in Matlab and includes a graphical user interface, making it easy to integrate into existing laboratory workflows without requiring additional programming. This presentation includes a comparison of MLE to other fitting techniques that utilize binning, cumulative frequency distributions, etc., showing that MLE often outperforms other commonly used fitting methods. In addition, a practical explanation and examples of use of the program will be presented. Convenient features of the program include: 1) MLE fitting to probability density functions (PDFs) for many common distributions (exponential, multi-exponential, Gaussian, etc.) and for user-specified PDFs; 2) Proper handling of experimental time constraints (e.g. instrument ''dead time'') which greatly increases the accuracy of fitting rates and amplitudes in multi-component kinetic models; 3) Statistical comparison of models with increasing complexity (e.g. single exponential vs. multi-exponential) using the log-likelihood ratio technique, which tests whether additional fitting parameters are justifiable; 4) Global fitting of data sets from experiments conducted under varying conditions to a common model; and 5) Determination of errors via data bootstrapping. The software optionally uses parallel processing, if available, to improve performance. A complied executable version is available, obviating the need for commercial software licensing. All of these features are packaged into a straightforward and well-documented interface to increase the accessibility of powerful MLE fitting. Supported by NIH Grant P015GM087253 and NSF GRFP fellowship to MSW. The dipole interaction model, an implementation of classical electromagnetic theory, is assembled in a computer package: DInaMo/CDCALC. This package is very successful in predicting the far-UV CD p-p* transition of proteins, replicating the peak positions, intensity and morphology. The major limitation of the method has been the neglect of the n-p* transition. Herein, initial parameters, including the n-p* transition, are incorporated with DInaMo/CDCAL. Furthermore, new mean polarizability parameters are developed for the CH 3 , CH 2 , and CH groups. Protein structures obtained from the Protein Data Bank (PBD) are energy minimized with NAMD. The energy minimized structures are further modified in six different ways: (1) The methyl (CH 3 ) hydrogens are deleted prior to calculation. (2) Both the methyl (CH 3 ) and methylene (CH 2 ) hydrogens are deleted. (3) All the CH 3 , CH 2 , and CH hydrogens are deleted leaving only amide hydrogens. (4) New mean polarizability parameters are implemented only for CH 3 . (5) New mean polarizability parameters are implemented for both CH 3 and CH 2 groups. (6) New mean polarizability parameters are implemented for CH 3 , CH 2 , and CH groups. There seems to be a correlation between the protein secondary structureal and the kind of modification used for the CD prediction. The b-sheets give best results with including only amide hydrogens while the a-helical proteins give better results ignoring CH 3 and/or CH 2 groups. Calculations with using new mean polarizability parameters remove the need for different p-p* transition parameters and improve the CD results in lower RMSDs and better spectra morphology. In addition, the new parameters for the n-p* transition yield normal modes in the correct region and sign for this transition.
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A New Iterative Deep Neural Network Algorithm to Significantly Improve Image Segmentation Xundong Wu 1 , Yong Wu 1 , Riccardo Olcese 1 , Ligia Toro 2 , Enrico Stefani 1 . 1 UCLA, Los Angeles, CA, USA, 2 Anesthesiology, UCLA, Los Angeles, CA, USA. A detailed map of organ structure is necessary to fully understand their functions. As an example for the brain a map of the entire neural connections is necessary at the micro-scale level. Automatic analysis of electron microscopy (EM) images of brain tissue was used to build the connection map through the identification of the cell boundaries defined by the membranes. To this end information surrounding a single pixel in the image was used to give a probability value to the pixel as part of the cell membrane forming Membrane Detection Probability Maps (MDPM). MDPM can be generated from machine learning based algorithms recognizing whether a pixel in an image corresponds to the cell membrane or not. This approach has the limitation of the low consistency among neighboring pixels since the probability values of each pixel are inferred independently. This can lead to poor segmentation quality.
Here we developed a new algorithm based on deep neural network that automatically adjust MDPM for better consistency among neighborhood pixels leading to a much better segmentation quality. We executed supervised training of a convolutional neural network to recover the removed center pixel label of patches sampled from MDPMs. After training, this algorithm is applied with a sliding window over MDPMs. By iteratively applying this process over MDPMs, we were able to obtain a high quality segmentation map both visually and measured by the foreground-restrict Rand score. This novel approach will be tested for image segmentation in other domains. We gratefully acknowledge the support of NVIDIA Corporation with the donation of the Tesla K40 GPUs used for this research. Supported by NIH/NHLBI R01HL107418.
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Effect of Data Pre-processing on Super-Resolution reconstruction and Pattern Recognition Maximilano Giuliani 1 , Adriano Vissa 2 , Amine Driouchi 2 , Christopher M. Yip 3 . 1 Institute of Biomaterials and Biomedical Engineering, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada, 2 Biochemistry, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada, 3 Chemical Engineering, University of Toronto, Toronto, ON, Canada. Super-resolution (SR) fluorescence microscopy has emerged as a powerful tool for characterizing biological systems with unprecedented detail. New developments in both fluorophores and detection techniques and tools are pushing this technique further into the realm of 3D imaging and visualization of dynamic processes. An important set of the super-resolution techniques are those based on fluorophores that switch between on-and off-states in a random/stochastic manner. All of these techniques require significant data processing in order to reconstruct the super-resolved image. Processing of the raw data is therefore a critical step that, if done incorrectly, can give rise to fictitious features and underestimation of errors. One key parameter calculated from the raw data is the localization error based on the photon counts for each fluorophore. Here, we explore different pre-processing approaches and their effect on localization error and reconstructed super-resolved images derived from multi-colour dSTORM datasets. These datasets presented differences in background levels and dynamics, which allowed us to evaluate the effect of both spatial and temporal filtering. The application of these tools and techniques for superresolution imaging of ring-and filament structures in cells will be specifically emphasized. 
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